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Verilog (SystemVerilog) standardVerilog (SystemVerilog) standard

Verilog HDLVerilog HDL and and SystemVerilogSystemVerilog are standard hardware are standard hardware 
description languages that, in some measure, description languages that, in some measure, overpoweroverpower
VHDLVHDL language. language. 
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Verilog (SystemVerilog) standardVerilog (SystemVerilog) standard

Verilog HDL and SystemVerilog are standard hardware Verilog HDL and SystemVerilog are standard hardware 
description languages that, in some measure, overpower description languages that, in some measure, overpower 
VHDL language. VHDL language. 

Most CAD tools support both languages; the simulators Most CAD tools support both languages; the simulators 
allows to combine the VHDL components with allows to combine the VHDL components with VerilogVerilog
modulesmodules (IP blocks) to build complete systems.(IP blocks) to build complete systems.
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Verilog (SystemVerilog) standardVerilog (SystemVerilog) standard

The main features of Verilog are:The main features of Verilog are:

VerilogVerilog is a general standard hardware is a general standard hardware 
description language (IEEE standard 1364). It is description language (IEEE standard 1364). It is 
similar in syntax to the Csimilar in syntax to the C programming language, programming language, 
thus easy to learn and to use.thus easy to learn and to use.
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Verilog (SystemVerilog) standardVerilog (SystemVerilog) standard

The main features of Verilog are:The main features of Verilog are:

Verilog is a general standard hardware Verilog is a general standard hardware 
description language (IEEE standard 1364). It is description language (IEEE standard 1364). It is 
similar in syntax to the C programming language, similar in syntax to the C programming language, 
thus easy to learn and to use.thus easy to learn and to use.

Verilog allows different levels of abstraction to be Verilog allows different levels of abstraction to be 
mixed in the same model. The designer can define mixed in the same model. The designer can define 
hardware in terms of hardware in terms of gatesgates, , RTLRTL architecture, or architecture, or 
behavioralbehavioral code.code.
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Verilog (SystemVerilog) standardVerilog (SystemVerilog) standard

Most logic synthesis tools support Verilog Most logic synthesis tools support Verilog easier easier 
than VHDLthan VHDL; this makes it the language of ; this makes it the language of choice for choice for 
synthesissynthesis. Quite often the VHDL constructs are . Quite often the VHDL constructs are 
mapped on Verilog before the synthesis process mapped on Verilog before the synthesis process 
starts.starts.
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Verilog (SystemVerilog) standardVerilog (SystemVerilog) standard

Most logic synthesis tools support Verilog easier Most logic synthesis tools support Verilog easier 
than VHDL; this makes it the language of choice for than VHDL; this makes it the language of choice for 
synthesis. Quite often the VHDL constructs are synthesis. Quite often the VHDL constructs are 
mapped on Verilog before the synthesis process mapped on Verilog before the synthesis process 
starts.starts.

The The Programming Language InterfaceProgramming Language Interface (PLI) is a (PLI) is a 
powerful feature that allows the user to write powerful feature that allows the user to write 
custom C codecustom C code to interact with Verilog models.to interact with Verilog models.
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Verilog (SystemVerilog) standardVerilog (SystemVerilog) standard

Most logic synthesis tools support Verilog easier Most logic synthesis tools support Verilog easier 
than VHDL; this makes it the language of choice for than VHDL; this makes it the language of choice for 
synthesis. Quite often the VHDL constructs are synthesis. Quite often the VHDL constructs are 
mapped on Verilog before the synthesis process mapped on Verilog before the synthesis process 
starts.starts.

The Programming Language Interface (PLI) is a The Programming Language Interface (PLI) is a 
powerful feature that allows the user to write powerful feature that allows the user to write 
custom C code to interact with Verilog models.custom C code to interact with Verilog models.

SystemVerilogSystemVerilog adds powerful features for object adds powerful features for object 
oriented modeling and oriented modeling and IP verificationIP verification
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Verilog moduleVerilog module

Modules, like VHDL entities, are the Modules, like VHDL entities, are the basic units basic units 
in Verilogin Verilog..

modulemodule compteur;compteur;

integerinteger i;i;

initialinitial // // initial processinitial process

forfor(i=1;i<=10;i=i+1) (i=1;i<=10;i=i+1) 

$display($display(““i=%di=%d””,i);,i);

endmoduleendmodule
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Verilog module: inputs/outputsVerilog module: inputs/outputs

modulemodule additionneur (a,b,sum);additionneur (a,b,sum);

inputinput a,b;a,b;

outputoutput sum;sum;

wirewire [31:0] a,b;[31:0] a,b;

regreg [31:0] sum;[31:0] sum;

……

endmoduleendmodule

Verilog Verilog «« hardware variableshardware variables »» carry always:                        carry always:                        

0, 1, x, 0, 1, x, or or zz valuesvalues
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Verilog module: inputs/outputsVerilog module: inputs/outputs

modulemodule additionneur (a,b,sum);additionneur (a,b,sum);

inputinput a,b;a,b;

outputoutput sum;sum;

wirewire [31:0] a,b;[31:0] a,b;

regreg [31:0] sum;[31:0] sum;

alwaysalways @(a @(a oror b)   // b)   // permanent processpermanent process

// // activated by events at a or bactivated by events at a or b

beginbegin

sum = a + b;sum = a + b;

$display($display(““la somme est: %dla somme est: %d””, sum);, sum);

endend

endmoduleendmodule
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Verilog parametersVerilog parameters

The modules may contain The modules may contain parametersparameters; their role is similar ; their role is similar 
to to genericsgenerics of VHDLof VHDL

modulemodule compteur_par;compteur_par;

parameterparameter MAXMAX;   ;   ---- VerilogVerilog parameterparameter

integerinteger i;i;

iinitialnitial

forfor(i=1;i<=(i=1;i<=MAXMAX;i=i+1) ;i=i+1) 

$$displaydisplay((““i=%di=%d””,i);,i);

endmoduleendmodule
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Verilog parametersVerilog parameters’’ instantiationinstantiation

modulemodule deux_composantsdeux_composants

defparamdefparam

compteur1compteur1.MAX = 6, .MAX = 6, 

compteur2compteur2.MAX = 12;  .MAX = 12;  

// initialisation of parameters// initialisation of parameters

compteur_parcompteur_par compteur1compteur1();       ();       

// first instance of compteur_par// first instance of compteur_par

compteur_parcompteur_par compteur2compteur2();      ();      

// second instance of compteur_par// second instance of compteur_par

endmoduleendmodule
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Structural description in VerilogStructural description in Verilog

modulemodule adderg(a,b,cin,sum,cout);adderg(a,b,cin,sum,cout);

inputinput a,b,cin;a,b,cin;

outputoutput sum, cout;sum, cout;

wirewire a1,x1,a2;a1,x1,a2;

xorxor xor0(x1,a,b);xor0(x1,a,b);

andand and0(a1,a,b);and0(a1,a,b);

xorxor xor1(sum,cin,x1);xor1(sum,cin,x1);

andand and1(a2,cin,x1);and1(a2,cin,x1);

oror or0(cout,a1,a2);or0(cout,a1,a2);

endmoduleendmodule
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Behavioral description in VerilogBehavioral description in Verilog

modulemodule adderbeh(a,b,cin,sum,cout);adderbeh(a,b,cin,sum,cout);

inputinput [3:0] a,b;[3:0] a,b; inputinput cin;cin;

outputoutput [3:0] sum;[3:0] sum; outputoutput cout;cout;

regreg [3:0] sum;[3:0] sum; regreg cout;cout;

regreg [4:0] res;[4:0] res;

alwaysalways @(a @(a oror b b oror cin)cin)

beginbegin

cout = 0;sum = 0;cout = 0;sum = 0; res = a + b + cin;res = a + b + cin;

cout = res[4];cout = res[4]; sum = res[3:0];sum = res[3:0];

endend

endmoduleendmodule
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Verilog  primitivesVerilog  primitives

primitiveprimitive tff_clr(q,clock,clear);tff_clr(q,clock,clear);

output q;output q; reg q;reg q; inputinput clock,clear;clock,clear;

tabletable

//clock clear : q : q+; //clock clear : q : q+; 

?      ?      1   : ? : 0;    // clear1   : ? : 0;    // clear

?   ?   (10)  : ? : (10)  : ? : --;    // ;    // -- ignore ignore 

(10)   (10)   0   : 1 : 0;    // toggle to 0 0   : 1 : 0;    // toggle to 0 

(10)    0   : 0 : 1;    // toggle to 1(10)    0   : 0 : 1;    // toggle to 1

(0?)    0   : ? : (0?)    0   : ? : --;    // ignore;    // ignore

endtableendtable

endprimitiveendprimitive
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A clock module (timing)A clock module (timing)

modulemodule horloge(clock);horloge(clock);

outputoutput clock;clock;

regreg clock;clock;

initialinitial

#5#5 clock =1;    clock =1;    // initial// initial processprocess

alwaysalways // main process// main process

#50#50 clock = ~clock ; // ~ logic negationclock = ~clock ; // ~ logic negation

endmoduleendmodule;;
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Continuous assignmentContinuous assignment

modulemodule adderdf(a,b,cin,sum,cout);adderdf(a,b,cin,sum,cout);

inputinput a,b,cin;a,b,cin;

outputoutput sum,cout;sum,cout;

assignassign sum = a ^ b ^ cin;sum = a ^ b ^ cin;

assignassign cout = a&b | a&cin | b&cin;cout = a&b | a&cin | b&cin;

endmoduleendmodule
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Continuous assignmentContinuous assignment

modulemodule adderdf(a,b,cin,sum,cout);adderdf(a,b,cin,sum,cout);

inputinput a,b,cin;a,b,cin;

outputoutput sum,cout;sum,cout;

assignassign sum = a ^ b ^ cinsum = a ^ b ^ cin;;

assignassign cout = a&b | a&cin | b&cin;cout = a&b | a&cin | b&cin;

endmoduleendmodule

corresponds to signal assignment in VHDL:corresponds to signal assignment in VHDL:
sum <= a xor b xor cin;sum <= a xor b xor cin;
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Bus assignmentsBus assignments

modulemodule sousmodule (bus, enable);sousmodule (bus, enable);

inoutinout [7:0] [7:0] busbus;; inputinput enableenable;;

regreg [7:0] tampon, memoire;[7:0] tampon, memoire;

wirewire [7:0] [7:0] busbus = tampon; // continuous= tampon; // continuous

alwaysalways @(bus @(bus oror enable)enable)

....

endmoduleendmodule

enableenable

busbus

memoirememoire

tampontampon
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Bus assignmentsBus assignments

modulemodule sousmodule (bus, enable);sousmodule (bus, enable);

inoutinout [7:0] [7:0] busbus;; inputinput enable;enable;

regreg [7:0] tampon, memoire;[7:0] tampon, memoire;

wirewire [7:0] [7:0] busbus = tampon; // continuous= tampon; // continuous

alwaysalways @(bus @(bus oror enable)enable)

ifif ((enable == 1enable == 1)  // reading from bus)  // reading from bus

beginbegin

busbus = 8= 8’’bz; // bz; // busbus is free is free 

#4#4;; memoire = memoire = busbus; // reading from bus; // reading from bus

endend

elseelse

tampon = 255 tampon = 255 -- memoire; // writing to bus memoire; // writing to bus 

endmoduleendmodule
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Bus assignmentsBus assignments

modulemodule sousmodule (bus, enable);sousmodule (bus, enable);

inoutinout [7:0] [7:0] busbus;; inputinput enable;enable;

regreg [7:0] tampon, memoire;[7:0] tampon, memoire;

wirewire [7:0] [7:0] busbus = tampon; // continuous= tampon; // continuous

alwaysalways @(bus @(bus oror enable)enable)

ifif ((enable == 1enable == 1)  // reading from bus)  // reading from bus

beginbegin

busbus = 8= 8’’bz; // bz; // busbus is free is free 

#4#4;; memoire = memoire = busbus; // reading from bus; // reading from bus

endend

elseelse

tampon = 255 tampon = 255 -- memoire; // writing to bus memoire; // writing to bus 

endmoduleendmodule
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Blocking assignmentsBlocking assignments

regreg a,b,c;a,b,c;

regreg [7:0] x,y;[7:0] x,y;

integerinteger compteur;compteur;

iinitialnitial

beginbegin

a=0;b=1;c=1; a=0;b=1;c=1; //scalar assignments:time 0//scalar assignments:time 0

compteur = 0; // assignment at time 0compteur = 0; // assignment at time 0

x = 8x = 8’’b0; y = x;   // at b0; y = x;   // at time 0time 0

##1212 x[3] = 1x[3] = 1’’b1;   // at b1;   // at time 12time 12

##1616 y[2:0] = {a,b,c}  y[2:0] = {a,b,c}  // at // at time 28time 28

compteur = compteur + 1; // at compteur = compteur + 1; // at time 28time 28

endend
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Non Non -- blocking assignmentsblocking assignments

regreg a,b,c;a,b,c;

regreg [7:0] x,y;[7:0] x,y;

integerinteger compteur;compteur;

initialinitial

a=0; b=1; c=1;     // at a=0; b=1; c=1;     // at time 0time 0

compteur = 0;      // at compteur = 0;      // at time 0time 0

x = 8x = 8’’b0; y = x;   // at time 0b0; y = x;   // at time 0

x[3] <=  #x[3] <=  #1212 11’’b1; b1; // at // at time 12time 12

y[2:0] <= #y[2:0] <= #1616 {a,b,c}; {a,b,c}; // at // at time 16time 16

compteur <= compteur + 1;  // at compteur <= compteur + 1;  // at time 0time 0

endend
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Non Non -- blocking loopbacksblocking loopbacks

alwaysalways @(@(posedgeposedge clk)clk)

beginbegin

ter3 <= #2 ter1;  // old value of ter1ter3 <= #2 ter1;  // old value of ter1

ter1 <= #2 in1;ter1 <= #2 in1;

ter2  <= @(ter2  <= @(negedgenegedge clk) in2 ^ in3;clk) in2 ^ in3;

endend

Note that the (written) Note that the (written) order of the assignmentsorder of the assignments is is not not 
importantimportant because the internally stored rightbecause the internally stored right--handhand--side side 
evaluations are stored in the simulator and assigned to evaluations are stored in the simulator and assigned to 
the leftthe left--handhand--side values in the side values in the next simulation stepnext simulation step..
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Fork and joinFork and join
modulemodule concurrent_blocks_ABC;concurrent_blocks_ABC;

initialinitial

beginbegin

$display$display ("time: %d, begin", ("time: %d, begin", $time$time););

forkfork // start of 3 parallel blocks// start of 3 parallel blocks

beginbegin // start of sequential block A// start of sequential block A

$display$display("A begin")("A begin");;#12#12;;$display$display("A("A end")end");              ;              

endend

beginbegin // start of sequential block B// start of sequential block B

$display$display("B begin")("B begin");;#2#2;;$display$display("B end")("B end");               ;               

endend

beginbegin // start of sequential block C// start of sequential block C

$display$display("C begin")("C begin");;$display$display("C end")("C end");             ;             

endend

joinjoin

$display$display ("time:%d,end",$time);("time:%d,end",$time);

endmoduleendmodule

Give the result of execution !Give the result of execution !
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Tasks and functionsTasks and functions

Tasks and functions are building blocks  (Tasks and functions are building blocks  (functional functional 
blocksblocks) of complex models using several times ) of complex models using several times the the 
same sequencesame sequence of code.of code.

codecode
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Tasks and functionsTasks and functions

Tasks and functions are building blocks  (functional Tasks and functions are building blocks  (functional 
blocks) of complex models using several times the same blocks) of complex models using several times the same 
sequence of code.sequence of code.

the main difference between tasks and functions the main difference between tasks and functions 
concerns the use of concerns the use of timingtiming

pure pure 
functionalfunctional
codecode

behavioural behavioural 
codecode

tasktaskfunctionfunction
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Tasks and functionsTasks and functions

Tasks and functions are building blocks  (functional Tasks and functions are building blocks  (functional 
blocks) of complex models using several times the same blocks) of complex models using several times the same 
sequence of code.sequence of code.

the main difference between tasks and functions the main difference between tasks and functions 
concerns the use of timing concerns the use of timing 

the operations in tasks may contain the operations in tasks may contain delaysdelays and and waitswaits;;
whereas the functions are purely operational whereas the functions are purely operational 

behavioural behavioural 
codecode

tasktask
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Tasks and functionsTasks and functions

Tasks and functions are building blocks  (functional Tasks and functions are building blocks  (functional 
blocks) of complex models using several times the same blocks) of complex models using several times the same 
sequence of code.sequence of code.

the main difference between tasks and functions the main difference between tasks and functions 
concerns the use of timing concerns the use of timing 

the operations in tasks may contain delays and waitsthe operations in tasks may contain delays and waits;;
whereas the functions are purely operational whereas the functions are purely operational 

the tasks resemble VHDL processes the tasks resemble VHDL processes 

the Verilog functions operate like C functionsthe Verilog functions operate like C functions
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Verilog taskVerilog task

tasktask mult; // multiplication taskmult; // multiplication task

inoutinout [15:0] a;  [15:0] a;  inputinput [15:0] b;[15:0] b;

regreg [7:0] mcnd,mpy; [7:0] mcnd,mpy; regreg [15:0] prod;[15:0] prod;

beginbegin

mpy = b[7:0]; mcnd = a[7:0]; prod = 0;mpy = b[7:0]; mcnd = a[7:0]; prod = 0;

repeatrepeat (8) // (8) // repetition looprepetition loop

beginbegin

ifif(mpy[0]) prod=prod +{mcnd,8'h00);(mpy[0]) prod=prod +{mcnd,8'h00);

prod = prod >>1;  mpy = mpy >> 1;prod = prod >>1;  mpy = mpy >> 1;

#2#2 // multiplication step delay// multiplication step delay

endend

a=prod;a=prod;

endend

endtaskendtask
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Verilog functionVerilog function

functionfunction [15:0] [15:0] mulmulf f 

inputinput [15:0] a, b;[15:0] a, b;

regreg [7:0] mcnd,mpy; [7:0] mcnd,mpy; 

beginbegin

mpy = b[7:0];mcnd = a[7:0];mpy = b[7:0];mcnd = a[7:0];

mulmulf f = 0;= 0;

repeatrepeat (8)(8)

beginbegin

if(mpy[0]) if(mpy[0]) mulmulf f = = mulmulf f +{mcnd,8'h00);+{mcnd,8'h00);

mulmulff = = mulmulff >>1;>>1; mpy = mpy >> 1;mpy = mpy >> 1;

endend

endend

endfunctionendfunction
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Verilog configuration blocksVerilog configuration blocks

Configuration blocksConfiguration blocks are used to specify the exact are used to specify the exact 
versionversion and and sourcesource location of each Verilog location of each Verilog modulemodule
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Verilog configuration blocksVerilog configuration blocks

Configuration blocks are used to specify the exact Configuration blocks are used to specify the exact 
version and source location of each Verilog module version and source location of each Verilog module 

Virtual  model librariesVirtual  model libraries are used in configuration blocks, are used in configuration blocks, 
and separate library map files associate and separate library map files associate virtual librariesvirtual libraries
with with physical locationsphysical locations.  .  
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Verilog configuration blocksVerilog configuration blocks

Configuration blocks are used to specify the exact Configuration blocks are used to specify the exact 
version and source location of each Verilog module version and source location of each Verilog module 

Virtual  model libraries are used in configuration blocks, Virtual  model libraries are used in configuration blocks, 
and separate library map files associate virtual libraries and separate library map files associate virtual libraries 
with physical locations.  with physical locations.  

Configuration blocks are specified Configuration blocks are specified outsideoutside of module of module 
definitions.  definitions.  
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Verilog configuration blocksVerilog configuration blocks

Configuration blocks are used to specify the exact Configuration blocks are used to specify the exact 
version and source location of each Verilog module version and source location of each Verilog module 

Virtual  model libraries are used in configuration blocks, Virtual  model libraries are used in configuration blocks, 
and separate library map files associate virtual libraries and separate library map files associate virtual libraries 
with physical locations.  with physical locations.  

Configuration blocks are specified outside of module Configuration blocks are specified outside of module 
definitions.  definitions.  

The names of configurations exist in the same The names of configurations exist in the same name name 
spacespace as module names and primitive names.  as module names and primitive names.  
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Verilog configuration blocksVerilog configuration blocks

modulemodule test;                                  test;                                  

myChipmyChip dutdut (...); // (...); // myChipmyChip -- module         module         

// // dutdut instance of design                    instance of design                    

endmoduleendmodule

modulemodule myChip(...);                          myChip(...);                          

adderadder a1a1 (...);                              (...);                              

adderadder a2a2 (...);                              (...);                              

// instance // instance a2a2 of of adderadder of                   of                   

// // dutdut instance of instance of myChip myChip 

endmoduleendmodule

myChipmyChipmyChip

dutdut

adderadderadder

a1a1 a2a2
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Verilog configuration blocksVerilog configuration blocks

modulemodule test;                                  test;                                  

myChipmyChip dutdut (...); // (...); // myChipmyChip -- module         module         

// // dutdut instance of design                    instance of design                    

endmoduleendmodule

modulemodule myChip(...);                          myChip(...);                          

adderadder a1a1 (...);                              (...);                              

adderadder a2a2 (...);                              (...);                              

// instance // instance a2a2 of of adderadder of                   of                   

// // dutdut instance of instance of myChip myChip 

endmoduleendmodule

myChipmyChipmyChip

dutdut

adderadderadder

a1a1 a2a2
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Verilog configuration blocksVerilog configuration blocks

configconfig cfg4 // name for this configuration cfg4 // name for this configuration 

designdesign rtlLibrtlLib.top                              .top                              

//specify where to find top level modules//specify where to find top level modules
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Verilog configuration blocksVerilog configuration blocks

configconfig cfg4 // name for this configuration cfg4 // name for this configuration 

designdesign rtlLibrtlLib.top                              .top                              

//specify where to find top level modules //specify where to find top level modules 

defaultdefault liblistliblist rtlLibrtlLib gateLibgateLib;                 ;                 

//set the //set the default search orderdefault search order for             for             

//finding instantiated modules//finding instantiated modules
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Verilog configuration blocksVerilog configuration blocks

configconfig cfg4 // name for this configuration cfg4 // name for this configuration 

designdesign rtlLibrtlLib.top                              .top                              

//specify where to find top level modules //specify where to find top level modules 

defaultdefault liblistliblist rtlLibrtlLib gateLibgateLib;                 ;                 

//set the //set the default search orderdefault search order for             for             

//finding instantiated modules                 //finding instantiated modules                 

instanceinstance test.test.dutdut..a2a2 liblistliblist gateLibgateLib;          ;          

// explicitly specify which library to use // explicitly specify which library to use 

// for the following module instance  // for the following module instance  

endconfigendconfig
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Verilog generate blocksVerilog generate blocks
modulemodule multiplier (a, b, product);multiplier (a, b, product);

parameterparameter a_width = 8, b_width = 8;a_width = 8, b_width = 8;

localparamlocalparam product_width = a_width+b_width;product_width = a_width+b_width;

inputinput [a_width[a_width--1:0] a;                        1:0] a;                        

inputinput [b_width[b_width--1:0] b;1:0] b;

outputoutput [product_width[product_width--1:0] product;1:0] product;

multipliermultipliermultiplier

productproduct

aa bb
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Verilog generate blocksVerilog generate blocks
modulemodule multiplier (a, b, product);multiplier (a, b, product);

parameterparameter a_width = 8, b_width = 8;a_width = 8, b_width = 8;

localparamlocalparam product_width = a_width+b_width;product_width = a_width+b_width;

inputinput [a_width[a_width--1:0] a;                        1:0] a;                        

inputinput [b_width[b_width--1:0] b;1:0] b;

outputoutput [product_width[product_width--1:0] product;1:0] product;

generategenerate

ifif((a_width < 8) || (b_width < 8))((a_width < 8) || (b_width < 8))

CLA_multiplier #(a_width, b_width)CLA_multiplier #(a_width, b_width)

u1 (a, b, product);u1 (a, b, product);

elseelse

WALLACE_multiplier #(a_width, b_width)WALLACE_multiplier #(a_width, b_width)

u1 (a, b, product);u1 (a, b, product);

endgenerateendgenerate
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modulemodule Nbit_adder (co, sum, a, b, ci);Nbit_adder (co, sum, a, b, ci);

parameterparameter SIZESIZE = 4;= 4;

outputoutput [[SIZESIZE--1:0] sum;  1:0] sum;  outputoutput co;co;

inputinput [[SIZESIZE--1:0] a, b;  1:0] a, b;  inputinput ci;ci;

wirewire [[SIZESIZE:0] c;:0] c;

genvargenvar ii; /; /// ii -- generate index variable generate index variable 

assignassign c[0] = ci;c[0] = ci;assignassign co = c[co = c[SIZESIZE];];

generategenerate

forfor((ii=0; =0; ii<<SIZESIZE; ; i=i+1i=i+1))

beginbegin:addbit:addbit

wirewire n1,n2,n3;  //internal nets (wires)n1,n2,n3;  //internal nets (wires)

xorxor g1 (n1 ,a[i] ,b[i]);g1 (n1 ,a[i] ,b[i]);

xorxor g2 (sum[i] ,n1 ,c[i]);g2 (sum[i] ,n1 ,c[i]);

andand g3 (n2 ,a[i] ,b[i]);g3 (n2 ,a[i] ,b[i]);

andand g4 (n3 ,n1 ,c[i]);g4 (n3 ,n1 ,c[i]);

oror g5 (c[i+1] ,n2 ,n3);g5 (c[i+1] ,n2 ,n3);

endend

endgenerateendgenerate

endmoduleendmodule
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Constant functions help to create reConstant functions help to create re--usable models usable models 
which can be which can be scaled to different sizesscaled to different sizes. . 
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Verilog constant functionsVerilog constant functions

Constant functions help to create reConstant functions help to create re--usable models usable models 
which can be scaled to different sizes. which can be scaled to different sizes. 

In the following example, the In the following example, the functionfunction called called clogb2clogb2
returns an integer which has the value of the returns an integer which has the value of the ceiling of ceiling of 
the log base 2the log base 2.  .  
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Verilog constant functionsVerilog constant functions

Constant functions help to create reConstant functions help to create re--usable models usable models 
which can be scaled to different sizes. which can be scaled to different sizes. 

In the following example, the function called clogb2 In the following example, the function called clogb2 
returns an integer which has the value of the ceiling of returns an integer which has the value of the ceiling of 
the log base 2.  the log base 2.  

This constant function is used to determine This constant function is used to determine how how 
wide a RAM address bus must bewide a RAM address bus must be, based on the , based on the 
number of addresses in the RAM.number of addresses in the RAM.
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modulemodule ram (address,write,chip_select,data);ram (address,write,chip_select,data);

parameterparameter WIDTHWIDTH = 8;                          = 8;                           

parameterparameter SIZESIZE = 256;= 256;

localparamlocalparam ADDRESS_SIZEADDRESS_SIZE = = clogb2clogb2((SIZESIZE););

inputinput [[ADDRESS_SIZEADDRESS_SIZE--1:0] address;1:0] address;

inputinput write, chip_select;write, chip_select;

inoutinout [[WIDTHWIDTH--1:0] data;1:0] data;

regreg [[WIDTHWIDTH--1:0] ram_data [0:1:0] ram_data [0:SIZESIZE--1];1];
.........  ...  

endmoduleendmodule
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modulemodule ram (address,write,chip_select,data);ram (address,write,chip_select,data);

parameterparameter WIDTHWIDTH = 8;                          = 8;                           

parameterparameter SIZESIZE = 256;= 256;

localparamlocalparam ADDRESS_SIZEADDRESS_SIZE = = clogb2clogb2((SIZESIZE););

inputinput [[ADDRESS_SIZEADDRESS_SIZE--1:0] address;1:0] address;

inputinput write, chip_select;write, chip_select;

inoutinout [[WIDTHWIDTH--1:0] data;1:0] data;

regreg [[WIDTHWIDTH--1:0] ram_data [0:1:0] ram_data [0:SIZESIZE--1];1];
.........  ...  

endmoduleendmodule
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modulemodule ram (address,write,chip_select,data);  ram (address,write,chip_select,data);   

......

functionfunction integerinteger clogb2clogb2;;

//clogb2 constant function//clogb2 constant function

inputinput depth;depth;

integerinteger i;i;

beginbegin

clogb2clogb2 = 1;= 1;

forfor (i = 0; 2**i < depth; i=i+1) (i = 0; 2**i < depth; i=i+1) clogb2clogb2=i+1;=i+1;

endend

endfunctionendfunction

...  ...  

endmoduleendmodule
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An Interface encapsulates the An Interface encapsulates the connectivityconnectivity
between two or more modules. between two or more modules. 
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SystemVerilog interfacesSystemVerilog interfaces

An Interface encapsulates the connectivity An Interface encapsulates the connectivity 
between two or more modules. between two or more modules. 

To understand interfaces, consider To understand interfaces, consider two modulestwo modules
moduleA and moduleB who talk to each other moduleA and moduleB who talk to each other 
through their through their portsports. . 
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SystemVerilog interfacesSystemVerilog interfaces

An Interface encapsulates the connectivity An Interface encapsulates the connectivity 
between two or more modules. between two or more modules. 

To understand interfaces, consider two modules To understand interfaces, consider two modules 
moduleA and moduleB who talk to each other moduleA and moduleB who talk to each other 
through their ports. through their ports. 

The definitions of The definitions of moduleAmoduleA and and moduleBmoduleB are are 
shown below along with the shown below along with the toptop--level wrapperlevel wrapper top top 
that encompasses them.that encompasses them.
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modulemodule moduleA (input bit clk ,input logic ack, moduleA (input bit clk ,input logic ack, 

input logic ready,output logic send, input logic ready,output logic send, 

output logic [31:0] data ); ... output logic [31:0] data ); ... 

// actual module definition here // actual module definition here 

endmoduleendmodule
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modulemodule moduleA (input bit clk ,input logic ack, moduleA (input bit clk ,input logic ack, 

input logic ready,output logic send, input logic ready,output logic send, 

output logic [31:0] data ); ... output logic [31:0] data ); ... 

// actual module definition here // actual module definition here 

endmoduleendmodule

modulemodule moduleB ( input bit clk , input logic moduleB ( input bit clk , input logic 

send , input logic [31:0] data , output logic send , input logic [31:0] data , output logic 

ack , output logic ready ); ... ack , output logic ready ); ... 

// actual module definition here // actual module definition here 

endmoduleendmodule
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modulemodule moduleA (input bit clk ,input logic ack, moduleA (input bit clk ,input logic ack, 

input logic ready,output logic send, input logic ready,output logic send, 

output logic [31:0] data ); ... output logic [31:0] data ); ... 

// actual module definition here // actual module definition here 

endmoduleendmodule

modulemodule moduleB ( input bit clk , input logic moduleB ( input bit clk , input logic 

send , input logic [31:0] data , output logic send , input logic [31:0] data , output logic 

ack , output logic ready ); ... ack , output logic ready ); ... 

// actual module definition here // actual module definition here 

endmodule endmodule 

modulemodule top; top; 

... clockgen CLOCKGEN (clk); ... clockgen CLOCKGEN (clk); 

// the clock generator // the clock generator 

moduleA AA (clk, moduleA AA (clk, ackack, ready, send, , ready, send, datadata); ); 

moduleB BB (clk, send, moduleB BB (clk, send, datadata, , ackack, ready); , ready); 

endmoduleendmodule
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SystemVerilog interfacesSystemVerilog interfaces
Configuration specification is Configuration specification is tied intrinsicallytied intrinsically with the with the 

communicating communicating portsports of the modules. of the modules. 
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Configuration specification is tied intrinsically with the Configuration specification is tied intrinsically with the 

communicating ports of the modules. communicating ports of the modules. 

For example, there is no way one can For example, there is no way one can test test moduleAmoduleA
without building without building moduleBmoduleB (or a testbench equivalent) or, (or a testbench equivalent) or, 
each time either the communication protocol between the each time either the communication protocol between the 
two modules changes, two modules changes, either by addition or deletion of a either by addition or deletion of a 
signalsignal, or by change in the behavior of a signal, the two , or by change in the behavior of a signal, the two 
modules must change simultaneously to reflect that. modules must change simultaneously to reflect that. 
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SystemVerilog interfacesSystemVerilog interfaces
Configuration specification is tied intrinsically with the Configuration specification is tied intrinsically with the 

communicating ports of the modules. communicating ports of the modules. 

For example, there is no way one can test For example, there is no way one can test moduleAmoduleA
without building without building moduleBmoduleB (or a testbench equivalent) or, (or a testbench equivalent) or, 
each time either the communication protocol between the each time either the communication protocol between the 
two modules changes, either by addition or deletion of a two modules changes, either by addition or deletion of a 
signal, or by change in the behavior of a signal, the two signal, or by change in the behavior of a signal, the two 
modules must change simultaneously to reflect that. modules must change simultaneously to reflect that. 

There is no way There is no way to abstract the interfaceto abstract the interface between the between the 
two modules two modules independent of the modulesindependent of the modules themselves. themselves. 
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Configuration specification is tied intrinsically with the Configuration specification is tied intrinsically with the 

communicating ports of the modules. communicating ports of the modules. 

For example, there is no way one can test For example, there is no way one can test moduleAmoduleA
without building without building moduleBmoduleB (or a testbench equivalent) or, (or a testbench equivalent) or, 
each time either the communication protocol between the each time either the communication protocol between the 
two modules changes, either by addition or deletion of a two modules changes, either by addition or deletion of a 
signal, or by change in the behavior of a signal, the two signal, or by change in the behavior of a signal, the two 
modules must change simultaneously to reflect that. modules must change simultaneously to reflect that. 

There is no way to abstract the interface between the There is no way to abstract the interface between the 
two modules independent of the modules themselves. two modules independent of the modules themselves. 

InterfacesInterfaces achieve this.achieve this.
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With interfaces, one can define the same design described With interfaces, one can define the same design described 

above as follows. above as follows. 

interfaceinterface intf_AB; intf_AB; 

logic ack; logic ack; 

logic ready; logic ready; 

logic send; logic send; 

logic [31:0] data; ...logic [31:0] data; ...

// actual interface definition here // actual interface definition here 

endinterfaceendinterface
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modulemodule moduleA ( input bit clk , moduleA ( input bit clk , intf_AB intf1intf_AB intf1 ); ); 

... ... 

// actual module definition here // actual module definition here 

endmoduleendmodule

modulemodule moduleB ( input bit clk , moduleB ( input bit clk , intf_AB intf2intf_AB intf2 ); ); 

... ... 

// actual module definition here // actual module definition here 

endmoduleendmodule

modulemodule top; ... top; ... 

intf_AB intf(); intf_AB intf(); // the interface declaration // the interface declaration 

clockgen CLOCKGEN (clk); // the clock generator clockgen CLOCKGEN (clk); // the clock generator 

moduleA AA ( .clk (clk ) ,.moduleA AA ( .clk (clk ) ,.intf1 (intf )intf1 (intf ) ); ); 

moduleB BB ( .clk (clk ) ,.moduleB BB ( .clk (clk ) ,.intf2 (intf )intf2 (intf ) ););

endmoduleendmodule
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As the above example shows, now As the above example shows, now both the instancesboth the instances of of 

moduleA and moduleB are moduleA and moduleB are independent of the connectivityindependent of the connectivity

between the two modules. between the two modules. 
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As the above example shows, now both the instances of As the above example shows, now both the instances of 

moduleA and moduleB are independent of the connectivity moduleA and moduleB are independent of the connectivity 

between the two modules. between the two modules. 

Here are some more information: Here are some more information: 

Interfaces are defined Interfaces are defined just as modulesjust as modules but, unlike a but, unlike a 

module, an interface module, an interface may contain nested definitionsmay contain nested definitions of of 

other interfaces. other interfaces. 
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Here are some more information: Here are some more information: 

Interfaces are defined just as modules but, unlike a Interfaces are defined just as modules but, unlike a 

module, an interface may contain nested definitions of module, an interface may contain nested definitions of 

other interfaces. other interfaces. 

An An interface instantiationinterface instantiation is similar to a module is similar to a module 

instantiation, and array of instances is permitted.instantiation, and array of instances is permitted.
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Here are some more information: Here are some more information: 

Interfaces are defined just as modules but, unlike a Interfaces are defined just as modules but, unlike a 

module, an interface may contain nested definitions of module, an interface may contain nested definitions of 

other interfaces. other interfaces. 

An An interface instantiationinterface instantiation is similar to a module is similar to a module 

instantiation, and array of instances is permitted.instantiation, and array of instances is permitted.

The following example defines The following example defines 8 instances8 instances of the same of the same 

interface. interface. 
intf_AB intf[7:0] intf_AB intf[7:0] 
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Ports of an Ports of an interfaceinterface works similar to works similar to portsports of a module.         of a module.         

It has a It has a directiondirection ((inputinput, , outputoutput or or inoutinout). ). 
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Ports and interfacesPorts and interfaces

Ports of an interface works similar to ports of a module.      Ports of an interface works similar to ports of a module.      

It has a direction (input, output or inout). It has a direction (input, output or inout). 

The The variablevariable that is connected to the port that is connected to the port inside the inside the 

interfaceinterface is accessible outside by its is accessible outside by its hierarchical namehierarchical name..
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Ports and interfacesPorts and interfaces

Ports of an interface works similar to ports of a module.      Ports of an interface works similar to ports of a module.      

It has a direction (input, output or inout). It has a direction (input, output or inout). 

The variable that is connected to the port inside the The variable that is connected to the port inside the 

interface is accessible outside by its hierarchical name.interface is accessible outside by its hierarchical name.

For example, we can declare For example, we can declare clkclk as an input portas an input port of the of the 

interfaceinterface intf_ABintf_AB and then and then access it from withinaccess it from within the the 

modules modules moduleAmoduleA and and moduleBmoduleB.                                                  .                                                  
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•• This is shown below. This is shown below. 

interfaceinterface intf_AB(input bit intf_AB(input bit clkclk); ); 

logic ack; logic ready; logic send; logic ack; logic ready; logic send; 

logic [31:0] data; logic [31:0] data; 

... // actual interface definition here ... // actual interface definition here 

endinterfaceendinterface
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modulemodule moduleAmoduleA (intf_AB intf1); ... (intf_AB intf1); ... 

always @(posedge always @(posedge intf1.clkintf1.clk) ) 

// clk from intf_AB ... // clk from intf_AB ... 

endmoduleendmodule

modulemodule moduleB (intf_AB intf2); ... moduleB (intf_AB intf2); ... 

// actual module definition here // actual module definition here 

endmoduleendmodule

modulemodule top; ... top; ... 

intf_AB intf(); // the interface declaration intf_AB intf(); // the interface declaration 

clockgen CLOCKGEN (clk);//the clockclockgen CLOCKGEN (clk);//the clock generator generator 

moduleA AA (.moduleA AA (.intf1intf1 (intf(intf)); )); 

moduleB BB (.moduleB BB (.intf2intf2 (intf)); (intf)); 

endmoduleendmodule
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ModportsModports

A legitimate question for you to ask at this point is 'if an A legitimate question for you to ask at this point is 'if an 

interface is passed in the portlist of all the connected interface is passed in the portlist of all the connected 

modules, modules, how does a port behaveshow does a port behaves as an as an outputoutput of one of one 

module and module and inputsinputs to the rest of the modules?' to the rest of the modules?' 
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ModportsModports

A legitimate question for you to ask at this point is 'if an A legitimate question for you to ask at this point is 'if an 

interface is passed in the portlist of all the connected interface is passed in the portlist of all the connected 

modules, how does a port behaves as an output of one modules, how does a port behaves as an output of one 

module and inputs to the rest of the modules?' module and inputs to the rest of the modules?' 

This problem is solved by the use of This problem is solved by the use of modportsmodports. . 
ModportsModports configureconfigure the the directionsdirections of various variables of various variables inside inside 

an interfacean interface based on which module is passing the interface based on which module is passing the interface 

in its port list. in its port list. 
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•• For example, For example, ackack and and readyready are are inputsinputs to to moduleAmoduleA, but , but 

they are they are outputsoutputs from from moduleBmoduleB..

moduleAmoduleAmoduleBmoduleB

ackack

readyready
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ModportsModports

•• For example, For example, ackack and and readyready are are inputsinputs to to moduleAmoduleA, but , but 

they are they are outputsoutputs from from moduleBmoduleB..

•• How do we reflect that when we use How do we reflect that when we use intf_ABintf_AB as an as an 

interface between theminterface between them??

moduleAmoduleAmoduleBmoduleB

ackack

readyready

intf_ABintf_AB
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ModportsModports

•• For example, For example, ackack and and readyready are are inputsinputs to to moduleAmoduleA, but , but 

they are they are outputsoutputs from from moduleBmoduleB..

•• How do we reflect that when we use How do we reflect that when we use intf_ABintf_AB as an as an 

interface between them?interface between them?

••The same goes true for ports The same goes true for ports sendsend and and datadata, which have a , which have a 
direction oppositedirection opposite to that of to that of ackack and and readyready..
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To do this, we define two modports within To do this, we define two modports within intf_ABintf_AB: : sourcesource
for for moduleAmoduleA and and sinksink for for moduleBmoduleB..

interfaceinterface intf_AB; intf_AB; 

logic ack; logic ready; logic send; logic ack; logic ready; logic send; 

logic [31:0] data; logic [31:0] data; 

modportmodport sourcesource(input ack, ready, output(input ack, ready, output send, send, 

data); data); 

modportmodport sinksink(output ack, ready, input send, (output ack, ready, input send, 

data ); data ); 

endinterfaceendinterface
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Then we change the definitions of Then we change the definitions of moduleAmoduleA and and 

moduleBmoduleB as follows. as follows. 

modulemodule moduleA ( input bit clk , moduleA ( input bit clk , 

intf_AB.intf_AB.sourcesource intf1 ); ...               intf1 ); ...               

// actual module definition here // actual module definition here 

endmoduleendmodule

modulemodule moduleB ( input bit clk , moduleB ( input bit clk , 

intf_AB.intf_AB.sinksink intf2 ); ... intf2 ); ... 

// actual module definition here // actual module definition here 

endmoduleendmodule
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ModportsModports

Then we change the definitions of Then we change the definitions of moduleAmoduleA and and 

moduleBmoduleB as follows. as follows. 

modulemodule moduleA ( input bit clk , moduleA ( input bit clk , 

intf_AB.intf_AB.sourcesource intf1 ); ...             intf1 ); ...             

// actual module definition here // actual module definition here 

endmoduleendmodule

modulemodule moduleB ( input bit clk , moduleB ( input bit clk , 

intf_AB.intf_AB.sinksink intf2 ); ... intf2 ); ... 

// actual module definition here // actual module definition here 

endmoduleendmodule
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Finally, in the top level, these two modules are instantiated Finally, in the top level, these two modules are instantiated 

as follows as usual. as follows as usual. 

modulemodule top; ... top; ... 

intf_AB intf_AB intfintf(); // the interface declaration (); // the interface declaration 

clockgen CLOCKGEN (clk); clockgen CLOCKGEN (clk); 

// the clock generator // the clock generator 

moduleA AA ( .clk (clk ) ,.moduleA AA ( .clk (clk ) ,.intf1intf1 (intf ) ); (intf ) ); 

moduleB BB ( .clk (clk ) ,.moduleB BB ( .clk (clk ) ,.intf2intf2 (intf ) ); (intf ) ); 

endmoduleendmodule
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Parameterized interfaceParameterized interface

Parameterizing is one more way to Parameterizing is one more way to generalizegeneralize an an interfaceinterface

so that it can be used with a wide variety of design objects. so that it can be used with a wide variety of design objects. 
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Parameterized interfaceParameterized interface

Parameterizing is one more way to generalize an interface Parameterizing is one more way to generalize an interface 

so that it can be used with a wide variety of design objects. so that it can be used with a wide variety of design objects. 

This way parameterizing an interface is This way parameterizing an interface is no differentno different from from 

parameterizing a parameterizing a modulemodule or a or a functionfunction. . 
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Parameterized interfaceParameterized interface

Parameterizing is one more way to generalize an interface Parameterizing is one more way to generalize an interface 

so that it can be used with a wide variety of design objects. so that it can be used with a wide variety of design objects. 

This way parameterizing an interface is no different from This way parameterizing an interface is no different from 

parameterizing a module or a function. parameterizing a module or a function. 

As a matter of fact, you will find the As a matter of fact, you will find the syntaxsyntax for for 

parameterizingparameterizing an interface also an interface also closely resemblesclosely resembles that of a that of a 

module or a function; as shown in the example below. module or a function; as shown in the example below. 
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Parameterized interfaceParameterized interface

Parameterizing is one more way to generalize an interface Parameterizing is one more way to generalize an interface 

so that it can be used with a wide variety of design objects. so that it can be used with a wide variety of design objects. 

This way parameterizing an interface is no different from This way parameterizing an interface is no different from 

parameterizing a module or a function. parameterizing a module or a function. 

As a matter of fact, you will find the syntax for As a matter of fact, you will find the syntax for 

parameterizing an interface also closely resembles that of a parameterizing an interface also closely resembles that of a 

module or a function; as shown in the example below. module or a function; as shown in the example below. 

Here, the Here, the default MSBdefault MSB of the bus of the bus datadata is 31. is 31. 

However, when this interface is instantiated in the module However, when this interface is instantiated in the module 

toptop, the , the WIDTH parameterWIDTH parameter is changed to 15 and 63.is changed to 15 and 63.
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SystemVerilog introduces classes as the foundation SystemVerilog introduces classes as the foundation 

of the of the testbench automation languagetestbench automation language. . 
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SystemVerilog classesSystemVerilog classes

SystemVerilog introduces classes as the foundation of SystemVerilog introduces classes as the foundation of 

the testbench automation language. the testbench automation language. 

Classes are used to model data, whose values can be Classes are used to model data, whose values can be 

created as part of the created as part of the constrained random methodologyconstrained random methodology..
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SystemVerilog classesSystemVerilog classes

SystemVerilog introduces classes as the foundation SystemVerilog introduces classes as the foundation 

of the testbench automation language. of the testbench automation language. 

Classes are used to model data, whose values can be Classes are used to model data, whose values can be 

created as part of the constrained random created as part of the constrained random 

methodology.methodology.

A class is a A class is a useruser--defined data typedefined data type. . 
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SystemVerilog classesSystemVerilog classes

SystemVerilog introduces classes as the foundation SystemVerilog introduces classes as the foundation 

of the testbench automation language. of the testbench automation language. 

Classes are used to model data, whose values can be Classes are used to model data, whose values can be 

created as part of the constrained random created as part of the constrained random 

methodology.methodology.

A class is a userA class is a user--defined data type. defined data type. 

Classes consist of Classes consist of datadata (called (called propertiesproperties) and ) and taskstasks

and and functionsfunctions to access the data (called to access the data (called methodsmethods). ). 
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SystemVerilog introduces classes as the foundation SystemVerilog introduces classes as the foundation 

of the testbench automation language. of the testbench automation language. 

Classes are used to model data, whose values can be Classes are used to model data, whose values can be 

created as part of the constrained random created as part of the constrained random 

methodology.methodology.

A class is a userA class is a user--defined data type. defined data type. 

Classes consist of data (called Classes consist of data (called propertiesproperties) and tasks ) and tasks 

and functions to access the data (called and functions to access the data (called methodsmethods). ). 

In SystemVerilog, classes support the following In SystemVerilog, classes support the following 

aspects of objectaspects of object--orientation orientation –– encapsulationencapsulation, , data data 

hidinghiding, inheritance and , inheritance and polymorphismpolymorphism..
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Here is a simple class declaration:Here is a simple class declaration:

classclass C;C;

int x;int x;

tasktask set (int i);set (int i);

x = i;x = i;

endtaskendtask

function int get;function int get;

return x;return x;

endtaskendtask

endclassendclass

This class has a This class has a single data membersingle data member, x, and , x, and two methodstwo methods..
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SystemVerilog class instantiationSystemVerilog class instantiation

To use the class, an object must be created:To use the class, an object must be created:

C c1;C c1;

c1 = c1 = newnew; ; 

The first of these statements The first of these statements declaresdeclares c1 to be a C. c1 to be a C. 

In other words, the variable c1 can contain a In other words, the variable c1 can contain a handlehandle
to an to an objectobject (i.e. (i.e. an instancean instance) of the class C. ) of the class C. 
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SystemVerilog class instantiationSystemVerilog class instantiation

To use the class, an object must be created:To use the class, an object must be created:

C c1;C c1;

c1 = c1 = newnew; ; 

The first of these statements The first of these statements declaresdeclares c1 to be a C. c1 to be a C. 

In other words, the variable c1 can contain a In other words, the variable c1 can contain a handlehandle
to an to an objectobject (i.e. (i.e. an instancean instance) of the class C. ) of the class C. 

The second statement The second statement creates an objectcreates an object and and assigns assigns 
its handleits handle to c1. to c1. 
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SystemVerilog class instantiationSystemVerilog class instantiation

To use the class, an object must be created:To use the class, an object must be created:
C c1;C c1;

c1 = c1 = newnew; ; 

The The two statements couldtwo statements could be replaced by the following be replaced by the following 

statement, which statement, which declares a variabledeclares a variable, , creates a class creates a class 

objectobject and initialises the variable:and initialises the variable:

C c1 = C c1 = newnew; ; 
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SystemVerilog class instantiationSystemVerilog class instantiation

Having created a class object, we can use the Having created a class object, we can use the class class 

methodsmethods to assign and look at the data value, x:to assign and look at the data value, x:

initialinitial

beginbegin

c1.c1.setset(3);(3);

$display("c1.x is %d", c1.get());$display("c1.x is %d", c1.get());

endend
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Data hidingData hiding

Although the task Although the task setset() and the function () and the function getget() were () were 

intended to be the means by which the intended to be the means by which the classclass’’s members member

variable xvariable x was assigned and retrieved, it would be was assigned and retrieved, it would be 

possible to do this possible to do this directlydirectly::

initialinitial

beginbegin

c1.c1.xx = 3;= 3;

$display("c1.x is %d", c1.x);$display("c1.x is %d", c1.x);

endend
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initialinitial

beginbegin

c1.c1.xx = 3;= 3;

$display("c1.x is %d", c1.x);$display("c1.x is %d", c1.x);

endend

This is because all This is because all class membersclass members are, are, by defaultby default, , publicly publicly 

visiblevisible. . 
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Data hidingData hiding
initialinitial

beginbegin

c1.x = 3;c1.x = 3;

$display("c1.x is %d", c1.x);$display("c1.x is %d", c1.x);

endend

This is because all class members are, by default, publicly This is because all class members are, by default, publicly 

visible.visible.

To To hide xhide x, it must be declared , it must be declared locallocal::

locallocal int x;int x;

It is It is now now illegal to accessillegal to access c1.c1.xx outside the class, except outside the class, except 

using the class methodsusing the class methods..
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Classes and parametersClasses and parameters
Classes may be Classes may be parameterizedparameterized in the same way that in the same way that 

modules may.modules may.

classclass #(#(parameterparameter int N = 1) Register;int N = 1) Register;

bit [Nbit [N--1:0] data;1:0] data;

......

eendclassndclass
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Classes and parametersClasses and parameters
Classes may be parameterised in the same way that Classes may be parameterised in the same way that 

modules may.modules may.
classclass #(#(parameterparameter int N = int N = 11) Register;) Register;

bit [Nbit [N--1:0] data;1:0] data;

......

eendclassndclass

The default parameter value The default parameter value can be overriddencan be overridden when the when the 

class is instantiated.class is instantiated.

Register #(4) R4;Register #(4) R4; // data is bit [3:0]// data is bit [3:0]

Register #(.N(Register #(.N(88)) R8)) R8;; // data is bit [7:0]// data is bit [7:0]

Register R;Register R; // data is bit [0:0] // data is bit [0:0] 
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Extending classes Extending classes -- InheritanceInheritance

One of the key features of One of the key features of objectobject--oriented programmingoriented programming

is the ability to create new classes that are is the ability to create new classes that are based on based on 

existing classesexisting classes..
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Extending classes Extending classes -- InheritanceInheritance

One of the key features of objectOne of the key features of object--oriented programming oriented programming 

is the ability to create new classes that are based on is the ability to create new classes that are based on 

existing classes.existing classes.

A A derived classderived class by default by default inheritsinherits the the propertiesproperties and and 

methodsmethods of its parent or base class.of its parent or base class.
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Extending classes Extending classes -- InheritanceInheritance

One of the key features of objectOne of the key features of object--oriented programming oriented programming 

is the ability to create new classes that are based on is the ability to create new classes that are based on 

existing classes.existing classes.

A derived class by default inherits the properties and A derived class by default inherits the properties and 

methods of its parent or base class.methods of its parent or base class.

However, the derived class However, the derived class may add new propertiesmay add new properties and and 

methodsmethods, or , or modifymodify the inherited properties and methods.the inherited properties and methods.
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Extending classes Extending classes -- InheritanceInheritance

One of the key features of objectOne of the key features of object--oriented programming oriented programming 

is the ability to create new classes that are based on is the ability to create new classes that are based on 

existing classes.existing classes.

A derived class by default inherits the properties and A derived class by default inherits the properties and 

methods of its parent or base class.methods of its parent or base class.

However, the derived class may add new properties and However, the derived class may add new properties and 

methods, or modify the inherited properties and methods.methods, or modify the inherited properties and methods.

In other words, the new class is a In other words, the new class is a more specialisedmore specialised

version of the original class. version of the original class. 
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Extending classes Extending classes -- InheritanceInheritance

In SystemVerilog the syntax for deriving or In SystemVerilog the syntax for deriving or inheritinginheriting one one 

class from another is this:class from another is this:

classclass Derived Derived extendsextends BaseClass;BaseClass;

// // nnew and overridden property ew and overridden property 

// // and method declarations.and method declarations.

endclassendclass
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Extending classes Extending classes -- InheritanceInheritance

Consider the example of the Consider the example of the class Registerclass Register, which was , which was 

used earlier. used earlier. 

This could represent a This could represent a generalgeneral--purpose data registerpurpose data register, , 

which stores a value. which stores a value. 

RegisterRegisterRegister
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Extending classes Extending classes -- InheritanceInheritance

Consider the example of the class Register, which was Consider the example of the class Register, which was 

used earlier. used earlier. 

This could represent a generalThis could represent a general--purpose data register, purpose data register, 

which stores a value. which stores a value. 

We could derive a new class, We could derive a new class, ShiftRegisterShiftRegister, from this that , from this that 

represents a represents a specialised type of a registerspecialised type of a register..

ShiftRegisterShiftRegisterShiftRegister
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Extending classes Extending classes -- InheritanceInheritance

We could derive a new class, ShiftRegister, from this that We could derive a new class, ShiftRegister, from this that 

represents a specialised type of a register.represents a specialised type of a register.

classclass ShiftRegister ShiftRegister extendsextends Register;Register;

tasktask shiftleft;shiftleft; data = data << 1; data = data << 1; 

endtaskendtask

tasktask shiftright; data = data >> 1; shiftright; data = data >> 1; 

endtaskendtask

endclassendclass

ShiftRegisterShiftRegisterShiftRegister
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Extending classes Extending classes -- InheritanceInheritance

Objects of the class ShiftRegister can be manipulated Objects of the class ShiftRegister can be manipulated 

using the original using the original setset() and () and getget() methods, as well as the () methods, as well as the 

shiftleftshiftleft() and () and shiftrightshiftright() methods. () methods. 
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Extending classes Extending classes -- InheritanceInheritance

Objects of the class ShiftRegister can be manipulated Objects of the class ShiftRegister can be manipulated 

using the original set() and get() methods, as well as the using the original set() and get() methods, as well as the 

shiftleft() and shiftright() methods. shiftleft() and shiftright() methods. 

However, However, there is a problemthere is a problem if the data property in if the data property in 

Register was declared as Register was declared as locallocal –– it would it would not be visiblenot be visible in in 
the extended class! the extended class! 
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Extending classes Extending classes -- InheritanceInheritance

Objects of the class ShiftRegister can be manipulated Objects of the class ShiftRegister can be manipulated 

using the original set() and get() methods, as well as the using the original set() and get() methods, as well as the 

shiftleft() and shiftright() methods. shiftleft() and shiftright() methods. 

However, there is a problem if the data property in However, there is a problem if the data property in 

Register was declared as local Register was declared as local –– it would not be visible in it would not be visible in 

the extended class! the extended class! 

So instead, it would need to be declared So instead, it would need to be declared protectedprotected::

classclass Register;Register;

protectedprotected int data;int data;

......

endclassendclass
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Virtual classes and methodsVirtual classes and methods

Sometimes, it is useful to create a Sometimes, it is useful to create a class without class without 

intending to create any objectsintending to create any objects of the class. of the class. 
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Virtual classes and methodsVirtual classes and methods

Sometimes, it is useful to create a class without Sometimes, it is useful to create a class without 

intending to create any objects of the class. intending to create any objects of the class. 

The class exists simply as a The class exists simply as a base classbase class from which from which 

other classesother classes can be derived. can be derived. 
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Virtual classes and methodsVirtual classes and methods

Sometimes, it is useful to create a class without Sometimes, it is useful to create a class without 

intending to create any objects of the class. intending to create any objects of the class. 

The class exists simply as a base class from which The class exists simply as a base class from which 

other classes can be derived. other classes can be derived. 

In SystemVerilog this is called an In SystemVerilog this is called an abstract classabstract class and is and is 

declared by using the word declared by using the word virtualvirtual::

virtual classvirtual class Register;Register;

......

endclassendclass
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